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A group of twelve claims in Kidd Township was acquired 

by Bunker Hill Extension Mines Limited because of their proximity 

to the Texas Gulf Sulphur discovery, and the possibility that the same 

favorable geological horizons as on the Texas Gulf might reasonably 

be encountered on Bunker Hill ground.

The exploration program commenced on April 18 and was 

completed on July l . This program consisted of Uneoattlng, geophy 

sical fc-urveyia, (Induced polarization and magnetometer), and diamond 

drilling to test anomalous zones outlined by the geophyaioal surveys.

Three holes were drilled for a total of 1666' on three 

separate anomalies. No economic mineralization was found in any 

of the BC holes.

The presence of a conductive layer of overburden) i, e. * 

clay, may have had a masking effect and reduced the efficiency of 

the induced polarization survey, possibly to the extent that some of 

the anomalies are due to this conductive overburden rather than a 

causative source within the bedrock itself, It is also known that 

variable depths of overburden may give anomalous results, and 

such a condition exists on the south group of claims,

The first hole adequately explained the anomaly being 

tested, which was caused by a small percentage of barren dissem 

inated pyrite and pyrrhotite.

The second and third holes did not find adequat* cause

for the anomalous
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The diamond drilling indicated that the Banker Hill claims 

are underlain by intermediate volcanic flows and frag mentals.

The Texas Gulf orebody is supposedly at the contact of 

andesite and rhyolite. The possibility of having such a contact on 

the Bunker Hill property is good because of the close association of 

acid with more basic type flows, and the fact that only a small per* 

centage of the total strike width was tested by drilling on the Bunker 

Hill claims.

It is concluded that although no economic mineral deposit 

was found on the claims, the work did serve to prove the fact that 

the Bunker Hill property does lie in a favorable geological setting 

and may warrant further work At aomo future date.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS,

It is racomicended that no further work be done on the 

Bunker Hill claim t in Kidd township until such time as a better 

understanding of the geological environment is made available 

through the activities of numerous other companies conducting 

similar explorations, programs in the immediate areiu

At such time, a reassessment of the property should 

be made to try and determine if any more favorable geological 

horiKonK or structures might exist* and in what manner they 

thould b  tested.



The Bunker Hill property consists of 12 contiguous claim e 

In Kidd Township in the Porcupine Mining EH vision, approximately 

16 miles north of Timmins*

More precisely, the property encompasses the S 1/2 of 

Lot 8, Cone, 6, the N i/2 of Lot ft, Cone. 6, anil the 8 1/2 of Lot 

7* Cone. 6, The individual claim* art numbered a* follows: 

60982*83, 66000-01, and 66076-83 inclusive,

The claims are only two miles due we rt of the recent 

Texas Gulf Sulphur Company Limited copper - cine * silver 

discovery.

IV. ACCESS

This; particular area of Kidd Township le not traversed 

by any bush roads, and the helicopter provides the only means of 

rapid access. The Timmins airport is S miles to the south, and 

is the nearest base for the airborne assisted operations.

The general area comprises spruce and tag alder swamps, 

and even vehicles suited for this type of terrain such as the bombardier 

find it very difficult to travel in the summer. In the winter the 

ground is frozen and access by land is much easier.

The nearest road suitable for wheeled traffic is 4 to 4 1/2 

miles to the east in Wark Township,
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The property was staked in late January and early Febru 

ary of 1964 by Leo Turpin, a. Butler, Mid Eric Blaokwood. AU 12 

claims were recorded on February 14, 1984. These claims were 

transferred to Mr. P. C. A. Glardine on March 9, 1064, mud sub 

sequently transferred to Banker Hill Extension Mint* Limited on 

March 31, 1064.

Kidd Township is one of m group of townships north of 

Timmins which has only a limited amount of Crown land open lor 

staking. The remainder of the ground le patented land which was 

distributed to Boer War veterans end others at the turn of the cen 

tury. A considerable portion of this land has einee been acquired 

by several large timber companies, notable Abitibi and T. 8. 

Woolings. At the present time, these companies have working 

agreements with International Nickel Company of Canada Limited, 

and Texas Gulf SUjpher Company Limited respectively, covering 

these lands in the Timmins area.

When word of the Texas Gulf discovery firat leaked out, 

the remaining Crown land was quickly staked, and numerous smaller 

companies bid for and acquired claims strategically located with 

respect to the ore di&covery.
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Bunker Hill Extension Mines Limited contracted Watts, 

Griffis, and McOuat Limited, consultants, to direct the appropriate 

mineral exploration procedures in order to evaluate the economic 

possibilities of the Bunker Hill property in the Timmins area. It 

was further decided to precede with the program as rapidly as 

possible.

VI.

The iinecttttinf was contraoted to Abel and Mitto of Val 

d1 Or, Quebec. Three men were employed for the Job. Work com 

menced on April 18 and was completed on April 80, 1984, A total 

of 14 1/2 miles of line were cut and chained, A rectangular grid 

with two east - west base lines and north - south cross lines was 

established. Cross lines were spaced 400* apart and stations were 

picketed every 100', This work progressed slowly because of 

Spring break-up conditions and extremely wet ground.

The names and addressee of the men employed are as 

follows; including the dates each worked. 

Kame Address

Charle Plante 

Giles Grondln 

Jim Jamieson

Val d'Or. Quebec 

Val d'Or, Quebec 

28 Cambrai,

Timmins, Ontario

Dates Worked 

April 19 - 38, 1964
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SURVEYS

The geophysical surveys were carried oat by Canadian 

Aero Mineral Surveys Limited. Both an Induced Polarisation and 

a Magnetometer survey were don* over the claim group. Duplicate 

copies of their report and map are enclosed with this summary 

report*

The Induced Polarization survey revealed only several 

weak anomalies, but due to the close proximity of the Banker Hill 

claims to the huge and very rich Texas Gulf discovery, it was 

thought that several diamond drill holes were warranted to investi 

gate the cause of these anomalies. This was also felt necessary in 

view of the fact that there are no rook outcrops within the property 

limits, and the regional trend of the geological formations as 

deduced from government aeromagnetic surveys of the area indi 

cates that the Bunker Hill property oould lie within the same favor- 

able belt of rocke as play host to the aforementioned Texas Gulf 

orebody.

The magnetometer survey encountered little or no mag* 

netic relief over the property, and it was not attempted to contour 

the results lest they give an erroneous impression of the strike of 

the rook formations beneath,

Details of this work for assessment work credit are 

supplied with the Canadian Aero report and they are summarised 

in Appendix i.
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A contract waa signed with Continental Diamond Drilling 

Company Limited of Rouyn* Quebec, to complete a minimum of 

700' of A XT size core drilling on the property. Originally only one 

hole was planned, bat after further discuesion with Mr. Don Wagg 

of Canadian Aero* it wae decided to test two other anoznaiie* of 

lower priority.

The drill wae moved to the property oa June I by heli 

copter. In the period from June 4 to Jane 80, three holes were 

drilled for a total of 18561 , and on July l the drill wae taken off 

the property again by helicopter*

Two coregrabber* were maintained on the property 

while drilling was in progress in order to insore adequate security 

of result e.

The first hole, B - l, wae drilled on the north group of 

claims on Line 18 W at li -f 80 N, directed due north at 00 degreee.

The second and third holee, B - 2, and B * S, were 

drilled on the south group of claims, both on Line 4 M t at 

IS * 00 S, and 11 * 00 S respectively. Both these holee were 

drilled due north at 50 degree  and their total depths were 481* 

and 527*.

The locution, direction and dip of the holes are plotted 

on the accompanying line sketch.
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IX. .GEOLOGY

Generally, the geology of the area north of 

consists of Keewatin volcanics and sediments whieh art Uoeiiaslly 

folded. These are intruded by stocks, pipes* sills and dikes of 

granitic to ultrabasic type rocks of HaileyburUn and Algoman age, 

and finally intruded by diabase dticev of Matachewan and Keeweens- 

wan age.

The Ontario Department of Mines has recently published 

a Compilation Map, No. 3048* of the Tim&oina * Kirkland Lake 

Area. This map illustrates well the regional setting, but detailed 

knowledge of the area in and around Kidd Township i* scant du* to 

the lack of outcrop, and until now, information gained from geophy 

sical surveys and diamond drilling.

There are no rock outcrops on the Banker Hill claims. 

The overburden is quite deep ae indicated by the drilling. On the 

north claim group. Hole B - i penetrated about 120' of overburden 

measured vertically. On the south group, holes B - S and B - 3 

penetrated HO1 and 80' respectively, of overburden, again trea 

sured vertically.

This area is characterized by a layer of clay of variable 

thickness at the surface, underlain by sand, gr a val* and boulders 

to bedrock.

The properly as indicated by the limited amount of drill 

ing, is underalin by andesite s, daeitos, and associated fragmental
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volcanic rocks. Mo economic mineralization wa* encountered, but 

finely disseminated pyrrhotite and pyrite, up to S* In places, was 

distributed through much of the core. The rocks are steeply dipping 

to vertical and the strike is thought to be ea st-we st to slightly north 

of east.

Please refer to the drill hole logs for a more detailed 

account of the rock types encountered.

Respectfully e 

Watts,

tted.

at Limited,

Caven Kei: B, A. Se.,P.Eng.

August 17, 1904
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S U M M A RI

An Induced Polarization Survey on 

the Bunker Hill property In Kidd Township* revealed 

only minor anomalies. Due to its location and tack 

of other geologic or geophysical information, however, 

the minor anomalies might be Investigated by drilling 

aa follows:

GRIP f l - Vertical hole on
16-West at 13 * 00 florth.

1) Vertical hole on line 
4-Eaat at 144- 00 South;

2) Vertical hole on line 
8-Eaet at 7 * 00 South}

3) Vertical hole on lint 
O at 9 4* SO* South*
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.BITOKER HILL PftOgERTr - KIDD CTP, . QJfflCARIQ
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During the period April 29th to May 16th, 1964, 
Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited conducted an Induced

*'Polarisation survey for Bunker Hill Extension Mines Limited, on 
behalf of the finn of Watts, tariff jig, and McOuat* The aireA 
covered was a group of 12. cilium in Kidd Township, hild by Bunker 
Hill.

A total of some 58,500 feet of grid was surveyed, uting 
the pulie-translent type of I.P. equipment* This equipment i* 
adequately described in the literature, and reference la made to 
"Induced Polarization and Its Role in Mineral Exploration", a copy

~ '' ' ' ' . ' . - ' ' tOf which ia included with this report.
- 

' ; " l' 1 '.; . '' :V ' :

A gradient array configuration was used, with potential 
electrodes spaced at 200 feet. Stations were occupied at 200* 
intervals, with intermediate Stations on anomalous eones. The grid 
lines were oriented North-South, and spaced at 400' Intervals.

CANADIAN AKWO
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Considerable difficulty was encountered irt part Of thel 
' : . ' ' !iarea with the masking effect of overburden. This effect is caused 

jby current concentrations lw conductive overburden, the result 
being an emphasis on overburden chargeability (which li very low), 
find a de-emphasis or masking of the chargeability of the bedrock 
jnaterlal. Under circumstances of conducting overburden, the gradient 
krray provides the best possible results, (least masking).
t - 

. .: A low resolution magnetic survey was completed on the 
ground, with little or no magnetic relief evident. Although a high 
resolution survey might show minor features, it is doubtful if 
chie la warranted.

The survey was under the direction of Karl Glackmeyer, B.So,, 
of Ottawa, Ontario. ' . ' '. ''-.'' : [: '.y [ ' ' , : ;.;v.-;.'

8ULT8 OF SURVEY . . , - i ..\ ' ;Y' : , ... ;' .'-' : - !̂ -
Results of the survey are shown in plan form at a scale 

of l iaeh equals 200feet.

The results from this survey are generally negative* 
Although a low background exists, (primarily due to presence of

l
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fairly deep conducting overburden) , the anomalies that do Appear 
are either of very low amplitude, as in the Grid #1 area, or Of 

poor form and character aa in Grid #2,

Notwithstanding, aince this is an area 6f potential 

economic interest, and since geologic control is almost completely
y -

lacking^ some drill Investigation of these weak indications may 

be warranted.

GRID li

Background values on this grid are abnormally low, due 
probably to relatively deep overburden* However, one anomalous 
aituation appears on line 16-W^at at 13 4- 00 North, where a rather 
sharp, but weak 1.P. anomaly ia correlated with a resistivity low. 
A vertical hole collared at thla position should provide explanation 
of thia anomaly. Should results be favourable* the eone might 
continue aa noted on the plan map* to the East-South-East through 
broad weak anomalies shown on linea 12-Weet* 8-W*gt t and 4-Wwit, 
Vha valuta noted may be caused by very small amounts of metallic 
aulphldeo or graphite at bedrock, although due to masking, a ; 
quantitative figure ia difficult or impossible to predict.
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i Masking in this case appears to be much less severe* 

land one would expect the overburden to be considerably shallower, 

at least on the West side. Uniformly low resistivity profiles 

jare noted which may reflect a more highly conductive overburden, 

lor a lower resistivity bedrock in this area.

Four possible ftnotnulouo siones are noted on the feftS* map, 

but it should be recognissed that these are weak anomalies relative 

to background. However, the same* masoning applies, and the zonas 

might be drill-checked for possibilities of sulphides. Three holes 

would bf) suggested:

1) Vertical hole collared on line 4-Rast at 

14 v 00 South;

2) Vertical hole collared on line 8-Eaet at 
7 4 00 South;

3) Vertical hole collared on line O au 9 4- SO*
South. ' i ' . '' : ' '.' - .-'.-.i'v;"....v:. 1 '/.'

In the case of any of theso showing interesting resul
ts, 

the ttmts as shown could be traced out. Sulphides or other electronic 

conductors required to explain these anomalies should
 b? of the
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order of 21 by volume. Although magnetite is B possible source 

cause, the magnetometer results would tend to dldcount this.

Respectfully submitted,

i OTTAWA, Ontario 
June 17th, 1964.

Don M. Wagg, 
P.Eng.(Ontario)

CANADIAN AERO .
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DUCED POLARIZATION SURVEY
PROFILE PLAN- DETAIL
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